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Nebulous is an interesting app where mobile device owners will fight each other for leadership. The game is perfectly optimized, so it is played even on weak mobile devices with an outdated version of the firmware. You will be asked to become a highly organized molecule and go into space or a petri dish to compete for
leadership. The game is built on development and weight gain. And after the end of the game the result is zeroed and in the next fight you will go again a small and unremarkable molecule, one of tens, hundreds and even thousands of other players. In order for the hero to grow, it is necessary to feed him points scattered
on the playing space, and when the mass will be recruited, go hunting for other players smaller in weight. You can also use cheats for growth. In order for your molecule to move, you need to press the motion buttons. Eject - to release the substance and attack other players, and the button Split to pull it. It is also
necessary to determine the name and skin. You can take the name of anyone not occupied by another player, if the nickname is busy, the game will attach to you the numbers. And skins are selected from the arcade library. A total of 325 skins are available. The game has a table of leaders and records. The leader is
determined in a single location of his own and can be in moment is shifted by a more agile and cunning player who has gained a lot. 3.5 (27 rated) 13 480 Description Nebulous.io - a kind of online game-timer in the genre of action. Here you will play the role of a ball that flies in boundless outer space. The essence of the
game is that you will need to absorb the rest of these balls, but smaller sizes than yours. Remember that for all players the rules are the same, so you need to be extremely careful and always be alert. Because you can be swallowed up by other big balls run by other players from all over the world. Download and install
this fun game to have a good time of your holiday! When in the course of the playground, you enter the chosen name for your character and the ball you like. During the whole game you can change the types of balls to others. These balls can be the colors of countries, depending on your name. The entire gameplay is
quite simple, you will have to control your ball, just driving your finger on the screen of the mobile device. Move and bypass other players, or quickly absorb your next victim. If during the game you will be eaten, but you will start playing again. Attention, beware of black holes, as after getting into them your ball breaks
down into many small balls.     Recommended Home Arcade Games Nebulous.io v3.1.1.1 Mod a lot of plasma and money Video review: Description: Nebulous.io is a fascinating online game, thanks to which you can have fun killing your free time. The essence of the game is to control a small planet moving on Space. At
first glance, it may seem that the gameplay is quite simple, but this is a misconception. In addition to movement, the planet needs to gradually increase in size and absorb space bodies on a regular basis. It is worth noting that you will not be alone in space, and with you will be other players. They have also reached a
certain size, and if their planets are much larger than yours, it is worth avoiding them. Otherwise, they will absorb you, and you will have to start again. Simplicial Software, LLC Android 4.0.3 Version: 1.5.1.6 $0 Nebulous - develop your drops by collecting points placed throughout the game or weaving small players.
Avoid big players trying to do the same. Compete with other players to become the biggest drop. Updated at 1.5.1.6! Home / Games / Shooters / Nebulous.io Nebulous.io - in this game the game game will absorb clumps of plasma to increase their size. Try not to get in the way of those who are larger than you, because
such spheres can absorb you. Become the biggest sphere of this world, absorb everything that is possible to absorb, but do not become prey themselves. They control most of the spheres, which makes the game unpredictable and lively. You can join groups and clans, develop together, and you can be a proud loner
who leads his lonely hunt. Nebulous.io provides a huge opportunity to customize his character, more than 5,000 options for appearance, and to open each need to meet certain conditions, but thanks to the fashion for everything is open, now in There is no need and players can take any appearance initially. At the same
time, the main task of the game is not canceled - absorb, or absorb you. There are different kinds of games. Ordinary classics, game on time, captures flags and more. There are even clan wars, this game, despite its seeming simplicity, is very difficult and multifaceted, here you can always find something to occupy, and
at the same time it does not require a huge amount of time from the player, because you can stop at any time. In any case, the management will be convenient and comfortable, it can be as detailed as possible to adjust under itself, making the game as comfortable and simple as possible. Download Nebulous.io v 3.0.7.1
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